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Understanding Islamic Law
Long before the rise of Islam in the early seventh century, Arabia had come to form
an integral part of the Near East. This book, covering more than three centuries of
legal history, presents an important account of how Islam developed its own law
while drawing on ancient Near Eastern legal cultures, Arabian customary law and
Quranic reforms. The development of the judiciary, legal reasoning and legal
authority during the first century is discussed in detail as is the dramatic rise of
prophetic authority, the crystallization of legal theory and the formation of the allimportant legal schools. Finally the book explores the interplay between law and
politics, explaining how the jurists and the ruling elite led a symbiotic existence
that - seemingly paradoxically - allowed Islamic law and its application to be
uniquely independent of the state .

Understanding Islamic Law
In popular and academic literature, jihad is predominantly assumed to refer
exclusively to armed combat, and martyrdom in the Islamic context is understood
to be invariably of the military kind. This perspective, derived mainly from legal
texts, has led to discussions of jihad and martyrdom as concepts with fixed,
universal meanings divorced from the socio-political circumstances in which they
have been deployed through the centuries. Asma Afsaruddin studies in a more
holistic manner the range of significations that can be ascribed to the term jihad
from the earliest period to the present and historically contextualizes the
competing discourses that developed over time. Many assumptions about the
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military jihad and martyrdom in Islam are thereby challenged and deconstructed. A
comprehensive interrogation of varied sources reveals early and multiple
competing definitions of a word that in combination with the phrase fi sabil Allah
translates literally to "striving in the path of God." Contemporary radical Islamists
have appropriated this language to exhort their cadres to armed political
opposition, which they legitimize under the rubric of jihad. Afsaruddin shows that
the multivalent connotations of jihad and shahid recovered from the formative
period lead us to question the assertions of those who maintain that belligerent
and militant interpretations preserve the earliest and only authentic understanding
of these two key terms. Retrieval of these multiple perspectives has important
implications for our world today in which the concepts of jihad and martyrdom are
still being fiercely debated.

The Canonization of Islamic Law
Modern scholars of most major religious traditions, who seek gender egalitarian
interpretations of their scriptural texts, confront a common dilemma: how can they
produce interpretations that are at once egalitarian and authoritative, within
traditions that are deeply patriarchal? This book examines the challenges and
resources that the Islamic tradition offers to Muslim scholars who seek to address
this dilemma. This is achieved through extensive study of the intellectual history of
a Qur'anic verse that has become especially contentious in the modern period:
Chapter 4, Verse 34 (Q. 4:34) which can be read to permit the physical disciplining
of disobedient wives at the hands of their husbands. Though this verse has been
used by historical and contemporary Muslim scholars in multiple ways to justify the
right of husbands to physically discipline their wives, progressive and reformist
Muslim scholars and activists offer alternative and non-violent readings of the
verse. The diverse and divergent interpretations of Q. 4:34 showcases the pivotal
role of the reader in shaping the meaning and implications of scriptural texts. This
book investigates the sophisticated and creative interpretive approaches to Q.
4:34, tracing the intellectual history of Muslim scholarship on this verse from the
ninth century to the present day. Ayesha S. Chaudhry examines the spirited and
diverse, and at times contradictory, readings of this verse to reveal how Muslims
relate to their inherited tradition and the Qur'anic text.

Women, the Koran and International Human Rights Law
The fourteen studies included in this volume have been chosen to serve several
purposes simultaneously. At a basic level, they aim to provide a general - if not
wholly systematic - coverage of the emergence and evolution of law during the
first three and a half centuries of Islam. On another level, they reflect the different
and, at times, widely divergent scholarly approaches to this subject matter. These
two levels combined will offer a useful account of the rise of Islamic law not only
for students in this field but also for Islamicists who are not specialists in matters of
law, comparative legal historians, and others. At the same time, however, and as
the Introduction to the work argues, this collection of distinguished contributions
illustrates both the achievements and the shortcomings of paradigmatic
scholarship on the formative period of Islamic law.
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A History of Islamic Legal Theories
The relationship between Islamic law and international human rights law has been
the subject of considerable, and heated, debate in recent years. The usual starting
point has been to test one system by the standards of the other, asking is Islamic
law 'compatible' with international human rights standards, or vice versa. This
approach quickly ends in acrimony and accusations of misunderstanding. By
overlaying one set of norms on another we overlook the deeply contextual nature
of how legal rules operate in a society, and meaningful comparison and discussion
is impossible. In this volume, leading experts in Islamic law and international
human rights law attempt to deepen the understanding of human rights and Islam,
paving the way for a more meaningful debate. Focusing on central areas of
controversy, such as freedom of speech and religion, gender equality, and minority
rights, the authors examine the contextual nature of how Islamic law and
international human rights law are legitimately formed, interpreted, and applied
within a community. They examine how these fundamental interests are
recognized and protected within the law, and what restrictions are placed on the
freedoms associated with them. By examining how each system recognizes and
limits fundamental freedoms, this volume clears the ground for exploring the
relationship between Islamic law and international human rights law on a sounder
footing. In doing so it offers a challenging and distinctive contribution to the
literature on the subject, and will be an invaluable reference for students,
academics, and policy-makers engaged in the legal and religious debates
surrounding Islam and the West.

An Introduction to Islamic Law
The fourteen studies included in this volume have been chosen to serve several
purposes simultaneously. At a basic level, they aim to provide a general - if not
wholly systematic - coverage of the emergence and evolution of law during the
first three and a half centuries of Islam. On another level, they reflect the different
and, at times, widely divergent scholarly approaches to this subject matter. These
two levels combined will offer a useful account of the rise of Islamic law not only
for students in this field but also for Islamicists who are not specialists in matters of
law, comparative legal historians, and others. At the same time, however, and as
the Introduction to the work argues, this collection of distinguished contributions
illustrates both the achievements and the shortcomings of paradigmatic
scholarship on the formative period of Islamic law.

Islamic Law
In the year 1000, the economy of the Middle East was at least as advanced as that
of Europe. But by 1800, the region had fallen dramatically behind--in living
standards, technology, and economic institutions. In short, the Middle East had
failed to modernize economically as the West surged ahead. What caused this long
divergence? And why does the Middle East remain drastically underdeveloped
compared to the West? In The Long Divergence, one of the world's leading experts
on Islamic economic institutions and the economy of the Middle East provides a
new answer to these long-debated questions. Timur Kuran argues that what slowed
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the economic development of the Middle East was not colonialism or geography,
still less Muslim attitudes or some incompatibility between Islam and capitalism.
Rather, starting around the tenth century, Islamic legal institutions, which had
benefitted the Middle Eastern economy in the early centuries of Islam, began to act
as a drag on development by slowing or blocking the emergence of central
features of modern economic life--including private capital accumulation,
corporations, large-scale production, and impersonal exchange. By the nineteenth
century, modern economic institutions began to be transplanted to the Middle
East, but its economy has not caught up. And there is no quick fix today. Low trust,
rampant corruption, and weak civil societies--all characteristic of the region's
economies today and all legacies of its economic history--will take generations to
overcome. The Long Divergence opens up a frank and honest debate on a crucial
issue that even some of the most ardent secularists in the Muslim world have
hesitated to discuss.

The Spirit of Islamic Law
This survey of Islamic law combines Western and Islamic views and describes the
relationship between the original theories of Islamic law and the views of
contemporary Islamic writers. Covering the key topics in the field, including the
history, sources, and formation of Islamic law, the legal mechanisms, and the
contemporary context, this book is strong in its coverage of the modern
perspective, which distinguishes it from other texts in the field. The aim is to
provide the student with a basic understanding of Islamic law and access to the
complexity of the Islamic legal system. The language used is non-technical, and
understanding is aided by a supplementary detailed glossary and analytical
indices.

Islam and Literalism: Literal Meaning and Interpretation in
Islamic Legal Theory
In The Politics of Islamic Law, Iza Hussin compares India, Malaya, and Egypt during
the British colonial period in order to trace the making and transformation of the
contemporary category of ‘Islamic law.’ She demonstrates that not only is Islamic
law not the shari’ah, its present institutional forms, substantive content, symbolic
vocabulary, and relationship to state and society—in short, its politics—are built
upon foundations laid during the colonial encounter. Drawing on extensive archival
work in English, Arabic, and Malay—from court records to colonial and local papers
to private letters and visual material—Hussin offers a view of politics in the colonial
period as an iterative series of negotiations between local and colonial powers in
multiple locations. She shows how this resulted in a paradox, centralizing Islamic
law at the same time that it limited its reach to family and ritual matters, and
produced a transformation in the Muslim state, providing the frame within which
Islam is articulated today, setting the agenda for ongoing legislation and policy,
and defining the limits of change. Combining a genealogy of law with a political
analysis of its institutional dynamics, this book offers an up-close look at the ways
in which global transformations are realized at the local level.

The Second Formation of Islamic Law
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Medieval Islamic World
The Epistle on Legal Theory is the oldest surviving Arabic work on Islamic legal
theory and the foundational document of Islamic jurisprudence. Its author,
Muhammad ibn Idris al-Shafi'i (d. 204H/820AD), was the eponymous founder of the
Shafi'i legal school, one of the four rites in Sunni Islam. This fascinating work offers
the first systematic treatment in Arabic of key issues in Islamic legal thought.
These include a survey of the importance of Arabic as the language of revelation,
principles of textual interpretation to be applied to the Qur’an and prophetic
Traditions, techniques for harmonizing apparently contradictory precedents, legal
epistemology, rules of inference, and situations in which legal interpretation is
required. The author illustrates his theoretical claims with numerous examples
drawn from nearly all areas of Islamic law, including ritual, commercial law, tort
law, and criminal law. The text thus provides an important window into both
Islamic law and legal thought generally and early Islamic intellectual history in
particular. The Arabic text has been established on the basis of the two most
important critical editions and includes variants in the notes, while the English text
is a new translation by a leading scholar of Shafi'i and his thought. The Epistle on
Legal Theory represents one of the earliest complete works on Islamic law, one
that is centrally important for the formation of Islamic legal thought and the Islamic
legal tradition.

A History of Islamic Law
This book considers the rarely studied but pervasive concepts of doubt that
medieval Muslim jurists used to resolve problematic criminal cases.

A New Introduction to Islam
In The Formation of the Islamic Understanding of kalāla in the Second Century AH
(718-816 CE), Pavel Pavlovitch studies by means of isnād-cum-matn analysis legal
and exegetical ḥadīth about the meaning of the word kalāla in the Quran.

The Epistle on Legal Theory
This book offers unique insights into Islamic law, considering its theoretical
perspectives alongside its practical application in daily Muslim life.

The Oxford Handbook of Islamic Law
Understanding Islamic law is crucial not only for Muslims, but for non-Muslims who
work with Muslims in legal contexts as well as for anyone wanting to understand
the role of Islam in the world today. For unlike western legal systems where
religious and legal spheres are kept separate, Islamic law is all-encompassing,
directing all human actions. Legal scholar Hisham Ramadan brings together
articles to give an excellent overview of the formation of Islamic law and its role in
contemporary Islamic and Non-Islamic states. Following an overview of Islamic
Law, chapters cover Islamic criminal law, International Humanitarian Law, contract
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law, & family law. A concluding essay offers an explanation of the legal value of
Islam and appendices include original Islamic legal documents from Muhammad's
time until today.

Islamic Legal Thought
The study of Islamic law can be a forbidding prospect for those entering the field
for the first time. Wael Hallaq, a leading scholar and practitioner of Islamic law,
guides students through the intricacies of the subject in this absorbing
introduction. The first half of the book is devoted to a discussion of Islamic law in
its pre-modern natural habitat. The second part explains how the law was
transformed and ultimately dismantled during the colonial period. In the final
chapters, the author charts recent developments and the struggles of the Islamists
to negotiate changes which have seen the law emerge as a primarily textual entity
focused on fixed punishments and ritual requirements. The book, which includes a
chronology, a glossary of key terms, and lists of further reading, will be the first
stop for those who wish to understand the fundamentals of Islamic law, its
practices and history.

The Origins and Evolution of Islamic Law
In this reading of Islamic legal hermeneutics, Robert Gleave explores various
competing notions of literal meaning, linked to both theological doctrine and
historical developments, together with insights from modern semantic and
pragmatic philosophers. Literal meaning is what a text means in itself, regardless
of what its author intends to convey or the reader understands to be its message.
As Islamic law is based on the central texts of Islam, the idea of a literal meaning
that rules over human attempts to understand God's message has resulted in a
series of debates amongst modern Muslim legal theorists.

Domestic Violence and the Islamic Tradition
Melchert traces the emergence of jurisprudence by h ad th, the personalization of
the old regional schools in response, and finally the emergence of the classical,
guild schools, with regular means of forming students, in the early tenth century.

The Second Formation of Islamic Law
The Second Formation of Islamic Law is the first book to deal with the rise of an
official school of law in the post-Mongol period. The author explores how the
Ottoman dynasty shaped the structure and doctrine of a particular branch within
the Hanafi school of law. In addition, the book examines the opposition of various
jurists, mostly from the empire's Arab provinces, to this development. By looking at
the emergence of the concept of an official school of law, the book seeks to call
into question the grand narratives of Islamic legal history that tend to see the
nineteenth century as the major rupture. Instead, an argument is formed that
some of the supposedly nineteenth-century developments, such as the codification
of Islamic law, are rooted in much earlier centuries. In so doing, the book offers a
new periodization of Islamic legal history in the eastern Islamic lands.
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Parable and Politics in Early Islamic History
Table of contents

The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law
The second edition of this student-friendly textbook explores the origins, major
features and lasting influence of the Islamic tradition. Traces the development of
Muslim beliefs and practices against the background of social and cultural contexts
extending from North Africa to South and Southeast Asia Fully revised for the
second edition, with completely new opening and closing chapters considering key
issues facing Islam in the 21st century Focuses greater attention on everyday
practices, the role of women in Muslim societies, and offers additional material on
Islam in America Includes detailed chronologies, tables summarizing key
information, useful maps and diagrams, and many more illustrations

Between God and the Sultan
In the critical period when Islamic law first developed, a new breed of jurists
developed a genre of legal theory treatises to explore how the fundamental moral
teachings of Islam might operate as a legal system. Seemingly rhetorical and
formulaic, these manuals have long been overlooked for the insight they offer into
the early formation of Islamic conceptions of law and its role in social life. In this
book, Rumee Ahmed shatters the prevailing misconceptions of the purpose and
form of the Islamic legal treatise. Ahmed describes how Muslim jurists used the
genre of legal theory to argue for individualized, highly creative narratives about
the application of Islamic law while demonstrating loyalty to inherited principles
and general prohibitions. These narratives are revealed through careful attention
to the nuanced way in which legal theorists defined terms and concepts particular
to the legal theory genre, and developed pictures of multiple worlds in which
Islamic law should ideally function. Ahmed takes the reader into the logic of Islamic
legal theory to uncover diverse conceptions of law and legal application in the
Islamic tradition, clarifying and making accessible the sometimes obscure legal
theories of central figures in the history of Islamic law. The book offers important
insights about the ways in which legal philosophy and theology mutually influenced
premodern jurists as they formulated their respective visions of law, ethics, and
theology. The volume is the first in the Oxford Islamic Legal Studies series.
Satisfying the growing interest in Islam and Islamic law, the series speaks to both
specialists and those interested in the study of a legal tradition that shapes lives
and societies across the globe. The series features innovative and interdisciplinary
studies that explore Islamic law as it operates in shaping private decision making,
binding communities, and as domestic positive law. The series also sheds new light
on the history and jurisprudence of Islamic law and provides for a richer
understanding of the state of Islamic law in the contemporary Muslim world,
including parts of the world where Muslims are minorities.

Family Planning in the Legacy of Islam
Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (d. 855) was the eponymous founder of a school of law, and an
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influential intellectual who led the Baghdadi masses during the Inquisition. Owing
to his status as a jurist, to the religious ideas he propounded and to his model way
of life, he is perceived as one of the pivotal figures in the history of Islam and a
revered hero to this day. The ninth-century juror Ahmad Ibn Hanbal was a central
figure in early Islam whose influence on succeeding generations is widely
recognized. Drawing on historical anthropology and micro-history, this study
moves beyond conventional biography to integrate the story of Ibn Hanbal's life
with the main events during a crucial formative period in Islamic history. The main
theme of this study is Ibn Hanbal's prestige, the disciples he drew to his study
circle and the political power that evolved from it. It proposes new approaches and
novel interpretations that call into question prevalent views about moral outlook,
school formation and the dynamics of the Inquisition. In the inquiry into the
formation of the Hanbali school of law, it takes into consideration a wide variety of
issues such as jurisprudence, theology and social networks.

Narratives of Islamic Legal Theory
Rather than focus solely on theological concerns, this well-rounded introduction
takes an expansive view of Islamic ideology, culture, and tradition, sourcing a
range of historical, sociological, and literary perspectives. Neither overly critical nor
apologetic, this book reflects the rich diversity of Muslim identities across the
centuries and counters the unflattering, superficial portrayals of Islam that are
shaping public discourse today. Aaron W. Hughes uniquely traces the development
of Islam in relation to historical, intellectual, and cultural influences, enriching his
narrative with the findings, debates, and methodologies of related disciplines, such
as archaeology, history, and Near Eastern studies. Hughes's work challenges the
dominance of traditional terms and concepts in religious studies, recasting religion
as a set of social and cultural facts imagined, manipulated, and contested by
various actors and groups over time. Making extensive use of contemporary
identity theory, Hughes rethinks the teaching of Islam and religions in general and
helps facilitate a more critical approach to Muslim sources. For readers seeking a
non-theological, unbiased, and richly human portrait of Islam, as well as a strong
grasp of Islamic study's major issues and debates, this textbook is a productive,
progressive alternative to more classic surveys.

Islamic Law and International Human Rights Law
Lawyers, according to Edmund Burke, are bad historians. He was referring to an
unwillingness, rather than an inaptitude, on the part of early nineteenth-century
English lawyers to concern themselves with the past: for contemporary
jurisprudence was a pure and isolated science wherein law appeared as a body of
rules, based upon objective criteria, whose nature and very existence were
independent of considerations of time and place. Despite the influence of the
historical school of Western jurisprudence, Burke's observation is generally valid
for Middle East studies. Muslim jurisprudence in its traditional form provides an
extreme example of a legal science divorced from historical considerations. Law, in
classical Islamic theory, is the revealed will of God, a divinely ordained system
preceding, and not preceded by, the Muslim state controlling, but not controlled
by, Muslim society. There can thus be no relativistic notion of the law itself
evolving as an historical phenomenon closely tied with the progress of society. The
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increasing number of nations that are largely Muslim or have a Muslim head of
state, emphasizes the growing political importance of the Islamic world, and, as a
result, the desirability of extending and expanding the understanding and
appreciation of their culture and belief systems. Since history counts for much
among Muslims and what happened in 632 or 656 is still a live issue, a journalistic
familiarity with present conditions is not enough; there must also be some
awareness of how the past has molded the present. This book is designed to give
the reader a clear picture. But where there are gaps, obscurities, and differences of
opinion, these are also indicated.

The Formation of the Islamic Understanding of Kalāla in the
Second Century AH (718–816 CE)
Different legal systems share some basic developmental tendencies that are
rooted in the historical evolution of language and culture. In this comparative
history of English common law, Islamic law, and Chinese imperialist law Sharron Gu
describes the formation of three diverse legal systems in terms of their unique
linguistic environments. She argues that the characteristics of each language
define the nature of the common, statute, administrative, and religious laws
associated with it and set the boundaries for its legal imagination.

Striving in the Path of God
This volume provides a comprehensive survey of the contemporary study of
Islamic law and a critical analysis of its deficiencies. Written by outstanding senior
and emerging scholars in their fields, it offers an innovative historiographical
examination of the field of Islamic law and an idealintroduction to key personalities
and concepts. While capturing the state of contemporary Islamic legal studies by
chronicling how far the field has come, the Handbook also explains why certain
debates recur and indicates fundamental gaps in our knowledge. Each chapter
presents bold new avenues for research and will help readers appreciate
thecontested nature of key concepts and topics in Islamic law. This Handbook will
be a major reference work for scholars and students of Islam and Islamic law for
years to come.

The Boundaries of Meaning and the Formation of Law
In Islamic Legal Thought: A Compendium of Muslim Jurists, twenty-three scholars
each contribute a chapter containing the biography of a distinguished Muslim jurist
and a translated sample of his work. Jurists of the formative, classical and modern
periods are represented.

The Formation of Islamic Law
The Epistle on Legal Theory is the oldest surviving Arabic work on Islamic legal
theory and the foundational document of Islamic jurisprudence. Its author,
Muhammad ibn Idris al-Shafi?i (d. 204 H/820 AD), was the eponym of the Shafi?i
school of legal thought, one of the four rites in Sunni Islam. This fascinating work
offers the first systematic treatment in Arabic of key issues in Islamic legal
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thought. These include a survey of the importance of Arabic as the language of
revelation, principles of textual interpretation to be applied to the Qur?an and
prophetic Traditions, techniques for harmonizing apparently contradictory
precedents, legal epistemology, rules of inference, and discussions of when legal
interpretation is required. The author illustrates his theoretical claims with
numerous examples drawn from nearly all areas of Islamic law, including ritual law,
commercial law, tort law, and criminal law. The text thus provides an important
window into both Islamic law and legal thought in particular and early Islamic
intellectual history in general . This new translation by a leading scholar of Shafi?i
and his thought makes available in lucid, modern English one of the earliest
complete works on Islamic law—one that is centrally important for the formation of
Islamic legal thought and the Islamic legal tradition.

Muslim Identities
The contrast between religion and law has been continuous throughout Muslim
history. Islamic law has always existed in a tension between these two forces: God,
who gave the law, and the state--the sultan--representing society and
implementing the law. This tension and dynamic have created a very particular
history for the law--in how it was formulated and by whom, in its theoretical basis
and its actual rules, and in how it was practiced in historical reality from the time
of its formation until today. That is the main theme of this book. Knut S. Vikor
introduces the development and practice of Islamic law to a wide readership:
students, lawyers, and the growing number of those interested in Islamic
civilization. He summarizes the main concepts of Islamic jurisprudence; discusses
debates concerning the historicity of Islamic sources of dogma and the dating of
early Islamic law; describes the classic practice of the law, in the formulation and
elaboration of legal rules and practice in the courts; and sets out various
substantive legal rules, on such vital matters as the family and economic activity.

The Politics of Islamic Law
How has the Islamic view of marriage, family formation and child rearing
developed and adapted over the centuries? Is contraception just permitted or
actively encouraged? The family is the basic social unit of Islamic society. Even
without compelling population pressures, there has been concern with spacing and
family planning. This book is the result of a massive research project, gathering
fourteen centuries (the seventh to the twentieth) of views on family formation and
planning, as expressed by leading Islamic theologians and jurists. The work has
been discussed and shaped at each stage by a committee of Islamic experts
representing the majority of the Muslim countries. The book provides a much
needed source of reference and will be of equal value and interest to professionals
in health care and development work and to those working in the academic
disciplines of Middle East studies, religion and population studies.

Modern Challenges to Islamic Law
Ahmed El Shamsy's The Canonization of Islamic Law is a detailed history of the
birth of classical Islamic law. It shows how Islamic law and its institutions emerged
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out of the canonization of the sacred sources of Quran and Sunna (prophetic
practice) in the eighth and ninth centuries CE. The book focuses on the ideas and
influence of the jurist al-Shāfiʿī (d. 820 CE), who inaugurated the process of
canonization, and it paints a rich picture of the intellectual engagements, political
turbulence, and social changes that formed the context of his and his followers'
careers.

Formation of the Islamic Jurisprudence
Islamic jurisprudence has undergone many historical changes since the time of
Prophet Muhammad, and researchers have divided its development into several
historical stages. In Formation of the Islamic Jurisprudence, Labeeb Ahmed Bsoul
presents the history of Islamic jurisprudence from its earliest period. Drawing upon
a wide variety of Arabic primary sources to provide an inclusive, unbiased view of
the history of jurisprudence, this book covers all the main centers of legal
scholarship in the Islamic world, addressing not only the four well-known Sunni
legal schools but also defunct Sunni and sectarian legal schools. Bsoul makes
intellectual history the center of attention, recognizing the contributions of women
to legal scholarship, and avoids attributing academic developments to the events
of political history. This book presents a new reading and understanding as Bsoul
critically assesses the history, development, and impact of Islamic jurisprudence in
the Muslim world.

The Formation of Islamic Law
The volume outlines the prominent features of Muslim juristic thought: espousal of
divine sovereignty; a fixation on divine texts; an uncompromisingly intentionalist
approach to the interpretation of those texts; a frank acknowledgment of the
fallibility of human endeavor to capture divine intent; a toleration of legal diversity;
a moralistic bent grounded in a particular social vision; and finally, a preoccupation
with the affairs of private individuals - especially family relations and contracts coupled with a concern to define the limits of governmental power.

The Long Divergence
The Second Formation of Islamic Law offers a new periodization of Islamic legal
history in the eastern Islamic lands.

Introduction to Middle Eastern Law
Wael B. Hallaq has already established himself as one of the most eminent
scholars in the field of Islamic law. In this book, first published in 1997, the author
traces the history of Islamic legal theory from its early beginnings until the modern
period. Initially, he focuses on the early formation of this theory, analysing its
central themes and examining the developments which gave rise to a variety of
doctrines. He concludes with a discussion of modern thinking about the theoretical
foundations and methodology of Islamic law. In organisation, approach to the
subject and critical apparatus, the book will be an essential tool for the
understanding of Islamic legal theory in particular and Islamic law in general. This,
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in combination with an accessibility of language and style, will guarantee a
readership among students and scholars and anyone interested in Islam and its
evolution.

The Formation of Islam
Religion plays a pivotal role in the way women are treated around the world,
socially and legally. This book discusses three Islamic human rights approaches:
secular, non-compatible, reconciliatory (compatible), and proposes a contextual
interpretive approach. It is argued that the current gender discriminatory statutory
Islamic laws in Islamic jurisdictions, based on the decontextualised interpretation
of the Koran, can be reformed through "Ijtihad": independent individual reasoning.
It is claimed that the original intention of the Koran was to protect the rights of
women and raise their status in society, not to relegate them to subordination. This
Koranic intention and spirit may be recaptured through the proposed contextual
interpretation which in fact means using an Islamic (or insider) strategy to achieve
gender equality in Muslim states and greater compatibility with international
human rights law. It discusses the negative impact of the so-called statutory
Islamic laws of Pakistan on the enjoyment of women's human rights and robustly
challenges their Koranic foundation. While supporting the international human
rights regime, this book highlights the challenges to its universality: feminism and
cultural relativism. To achieve universal application, genuine voices from different
cultures and groups must be accommodated. It is argued that the women's human
rights regime does not cover all issues of concern to women and has a weak
implementation mechanism. The book argues for effective implementation
procedures to turn women's human rights into reality.

Doubt in Islamic Law
This book provides an introduction to the laws of the Middle East, defining the
contours of a field of study that deserves to be called 'Middle Eastern law'. It
introduces Middle Eastern law as a reflection of legal styles, many of which are
shared by Islamic law and the laws of Christian and Jewish Near Eastern
communities. It offers a detailed survey of the foundations of Middle Eastern Law,
using court archives and an array of legal sources from the earliest records of
Hammurabi to the massive compendia of law in the Islamic classical age through
to the latest decisions of Middle Eastern high courts. It focuses on the way
legislators and courts conceive of law and apply it in the Middle East. It builds on
the author's extensive legal practice, with the aim of introducing the Middle
Eastern law's main sources and concepts in a manner accessible to non-specialist
legal scholars and practitioners alike. The book begins with an exploration of the
depth and variety of Middle Eastern law, introducing the concepts of shari'a, fiqh,
and qanun, (which all mean 'law'), and dwelling on Islamic law as the 'common law'
of the Middle East. It provides a historical introduction to the contemporary Middle
East, exploring political systems, constitutional law, judicial review, the laws of tort
and obligations, commercial law (including Islamic banking, company law, capital
markets, and commercial arbitration); and examines legislative reform in family
law and the position of women in the legal system. The author considers the
interaction between Islamic and Western laws and includes a bibliography
designed for further research into the jurisdictions and themes explored
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throughout the book.
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The Formation of Hanbalism
The story of the succession to the Prophet Muhammad and the rise of the Rashidun
Caliphate (632-661) is familiar to historians from the political histories of medieval
Islam, which treat it as a factual account. The story also informs the competing
perspectives of Sunni and Shi'i Islam, which read into it the legitimacy of their
claims. Yet while descriptive and varied, these approaches have long excluded a
third reading, which views the conflict over the succession to the Prophet as a
parable. From this vantage point, the motives, sayings, and actions of the
protagonists reveal profound links to previous texts, not to mention a surprising
irony regarding political and religious issues. In a controversial break from previous
historiography, Tayeb El-Hibri privileges the literary and artistic triumphs of the
medieval Islamic chronicles and maps the origins of Islamic political and religious
orthodoxy. Considering the patterns and themes of these unified narratives,
including the problem of measuring personal qualification according to religious
merit, nobility, and skills in government, El-Hibri offers an insightful critique of both
early and contemporary Islam and the concerns of legitimacy shadowing various
rulers. In building an argument for reading the texts as parabolic commentary, he
also highlights the Islamic reinterpretation of biblical traditions, both by Qur'anic
exegesis and historical composition.
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